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Electroscopes
• ~1600: William Gilbert (1544-1603)
• 1787: Gold leaf electroscope
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Homemade 1910

Kolb electroscope, ca. 19003

Gilbert demonstrating to Queen Elizabeth
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Painting by A. Auckland Hunt
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So what was known in 1900?
• Newton’s basic laws of force and why planets go
around the sun in elliptical orbits
• Mechanical laws of macroscopic objects
• Maxwell – electricity and magnetism
• Electron had been discovered – J. J. Thompson 1897
• Radioactivity – Marie Sklodowska-Curie
• X-rays discovered
Nobel 1903

Maxwell (1831-1879)

Curie (1867 – 1934)

Nobel 1906

Thompson (1885-1940)

Nobel 1901

Roentgen (1845-1923)

Radioactivity
• Alpha particles – He nuclei without electrons; He++
– Stopped by sheet of paper

• Beta decay (aka electrons e-)
• Positron emission (e+)
• Gamma-ray emission (g-rays)

Range few mm to cm

– largest range (use Pb)

• Fission –smallest range

All these particles can be emitted by the radioactive
decay of different nuclei. They tend to have energy
from 100 keV to a few Mev.
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Not all x-rays are created equal
Prostate cancer
mammogram
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Elements with at least one stable isotope are shown in
light blue. Green shows elements whose most stable
isotope has a half-life measured in millions of years.
Yellow and orange are progressively less stable, with halflives in thousands or hundreds of years, down toward one
day. Red and purple show highly and extremely radioactive
elements where the most stable isotopes exhibit half-lives
measured on the order of one day and much less.
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So what was not known in 1900?
•
•
•
•

Discovery of atomic nuclei 1911 (Ernest Rutherford)
Protons not discovered until 1919 (Goldstein/Rutherford)
Neutrons discovered in 1932 (James Chadwick)
Cloud chambers (Charles T. R. Wilson) – opps 1894
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=apCUlYqGUA0
Nobel 1908 (ch)

Rutherford (1871-1937) Eugen Goldstein (1850-1930)

Nobel 1927

Wilson (1869-1959)

Nobel 1935

Chadwick (1891-1974)

Nobel 1927

What is all this radiation?
Wilson had speculated in 1901 paper that there was
penetrating radiation of some kind
not coming from the Earth.

Wilson (1869-1959)

They knew about radioactivity. Certainly this was part of
the radiation.
So a debate raged for 10 years or more.
Where was proof?
Electroscopes were the tool of choice.
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Electroscopes
Charged particles going through the atmosphere cause
ionization of the air. Ions in the air discharge the electroscopes.
The more ions, the faster the electroscopes discharge. So the
discharge rate is a measure of the number of ions in the air.

So the electroscope is the “first” eye we had in the sky.
It isn’t quite above the sky yet, but it’s how it all started.
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Father Theodor Wulf, 1909

Eiffel Tower, opened 1889
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ences. And the fact that most of his articles were written in Italian probably contributed to their neglect.
Hess did call attention to Pacini’s prescient contribution in a book published in 1940, two years
after Hess left Nazi-annexed Austria for the US.3 Recalling the situation some 30 years earlier, when the
general view was that radioactive substances in the
soil and in the air could account for the observations, Hess wrote:

Theodor Wolf’s 1909
electroscope

The first who expressed some doubts as
to the correctness of this view was D.
Pacini, who, in 1910, from measurements at sea and on shore at Livorno
concluded that part of the observed ionization might be due to sources other
than the known radioactive substances.

German scientist and Jesuit priest

Figure 2. Theodor
Wulf’s 1909 electroscope. Shown in cross
section is the instrument’s 17-cm-diameter
zinc cylinder with its
pair of flexible wires
below the access tower
A. The wires are pushed
apart by static electricity, and the microscope
peering in from the
right measures their
separation, illuminated
by light from the mirror
at left. The air in the
cylinder was kept dry
by sodium in the small
recess below the microscope. (Adapted from
ref. 1.)
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Victor Hess
Hess was born in 1883 in a castle in the Austrian
province of Styria. The castle was the residence of
the prince whom Hess’s father served as forester.
Hess earned his PhD in 1906 at the University of

Eiffel tower (300 m)
Less radiation
Sodium to keep the air dry
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An uncalibrated electroscope
A Univ. of Denver technician
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Electroscopes going everywhere
Measuring the natural radioactivity of the elements of Earth
up mountains
over lakes
over sea
underwater (3 m depth)

Mme Curie had discovered this Natural radiation.
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The story of cosmic rays:
• Discovery of cosmic rays
• Role of Colorado Mountains
• The beginnings of “high energy physics” and the
study of particles on a microscopic scale

Let’s build a simple electroscope.
https://www.wikihow.com/Make-an-Electroscope
3/5/19
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Domenico Pacini. (1879 – 1934)
Electroscopes going everywhere
up mountains
over lake
over sea
underwater

In an experiment performed in June 1911, in a submarine
supplied by the Italian Navy, Pacini took an electroscope to a
depth of 3 m in the Bay of Livorno.

Livorno, Italy
Not far from Pisa and connected
to Florence by the Arno River.
Ferrys to Corsica, Sardinia and
Sicily.
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Domenico Pacini, June 1911
He concluded: “a sizable cause of ionization
exists in the atmosphere, originating from
penetrating radiation, independent of the
direct action of radioactive substances in the
soil.”

1879 – 1934
D. Pacini (1912). La radiazione penetrante alla superficie ed in
seno alle acque. Il Nuovo Cimento Serie VI, Tomo 3: 93-100.
(from translation by De Angelis, 2017)
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Chart adapted

Where the heck is this?
Aussig -> Ústí nad Labem

North of Prague, near the German border.
3/5/19
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Found this photo on the web – never seen before
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How high did they go?
Crew of 2 men
17,400 ft!!

Lots of flights
2 in 1911
7 in 1912 and
1 in 1913
(5 at night)

During a solar eclipse
Not due to the sun.
Landed near Bad Saarow-Pieskow, Germany
about 200 km to the north
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“The results of the present
observations seem to be
most readily explained by
assuming that radiation of
very high penetrating
power enters the
atmosphere from above,
and can still produce a part
of the ionization observed
in closed vessels at the
lowest altitudes.”

V. Hess, 1912

Electromagnetic radiation??

ION PAIRS per (cm3 s)

ION PAIRS per (cm3 s)

ION PAIRS per (cm3 s)
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Already in 1927, Dmitri Skobeltsyn in the Soviet
Union had obtained a cloud-chamber photo that
showed a cosmic-ray
The following year saw
Chamber track.
1
Chamber 1
a breakthrough in cosmic-ray research: the advent
30 of the Geiger–Müller counter,
80 a gas-filled ioniza30
80
1913
1913
tion-detectorChamber
tube developed
by Hans Geiger and
2
1914
Chamber 2
1914
Walther Müller. Individual charged particles could
60
60
now be registered. In 1929 Kolhörster
and Walther
20 Bothe placed two GM tubes one above the other and
20
registered coincidences.7 Interposing a 4-cm thickness of gold between the tubes
40
40 reduced the coincidence rate only slightly, proving that cosmic rays
contain charged particles of much higher energy
10
10
than the Compton electrons that would be pro20
20
duced by gamma rays.
The development of the electronic coincidence
circuit in 1930 by Bruno Rossi greatly improved the
resolution of coincidence timing. Rossi found in
6
6
8
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4
2
4
6
8
2
4
4
1932 that
60%
of6 the cosmic rays 2that traversed
ALTITUDE (km)
ALTITUDE (km)
ALTITUDE
ALTITUDE
(km)also traverse a full meter
(km)
25 cm
of lead could
of lead.
Clearly, the cosmic-ray flux contained not only a soft
Figure 3. The rate of atmospheric ionization as a function of altitude,
Figurecomponent
3. The rate easily
of atmospheric
as a function
absorbed ionization
in a few millimeters
of of altitude,
as measured (a) by Victor Hess on 7 August 1912, and (b) by Werner
as measured
(a)also
by Victor
on 7 August
1912, and
(b) by Werner
lead but
a hardHess
component
of charged
particles
Kolhörster
in 1913. (Adapted from ref. 2.)
Kolhörster
1913. (Adapted
withinenergies
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GeV!ref. 2.)
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Discovery of Höhenstrahlung

W. Kolhörster,
1913 & 1914

What is this radiation?
• First question: is the radiation charged or neutral?
• Electrons and gamma rays were known and
radioactivity had been discovered
• Protons and neutrons were not identified yet, but
radioactivity had been discovered
• WW1 slows research
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Meanwhile, back here in the United States
we have high mountains
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History of Pikes Peak
• The Ute Indians, also known as the Blue Sky People,
referred to the mountain as Sun Mountain Sitting
Big. They believed that the entire world was created
at this location by the Great Spirit who poured ice and
snow through a hole in the sky to make the mountain.
• 1806: Pike saw the mountain from Pueblo. He called
it Grand Peak. They only got to the top of Mt. Rosa
one cold Nov. day and turned back.
• First known ascent 1820: Dr. Edwin James, a
naturalist, so it was called James Peak until it was
overridden in army annals as Pikes Peak.
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History of Pikes Peak
• 1873 Weather station established by Army Signal
Service. It was manned summer and winter. Access
by mule.
• 1887: First crude road up the mountain. Built by the
Cascade and Piles Peak Toll Road Company.
• 1888: Weather station closed. No correlation
between weather at 14,115 ft and in Colorado
Springs.
• 1889: A homestead act claim was filed for the summit
by the mayor of Manitou Springs. He hauled dirt to
grow corn, wheat, oats and potatoes. His claim was
denied.
• 1890: Cog Railroad built to summit
3/5/19
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It’s just rocks at the summit

but the view of the plains and mountains to the west is fantastic.
3/5/19
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View from summit - east
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View from summit - west
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Katharine Lee Bates
• "We stood at last on the gate of heaven’s
summit….and gazed in wordless rapture over the far
expanse of mountain ranges and the sea-like sweep
of plain." (1893)
• "America the Beautiful"
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The competition
Caltech (Robert Millikan) vs.
The U. of Chicago (Arthur Holly Compton)
Two Nationally famous scientists
In a competition to understand the cosmic rays.
This quest led to the discovery of new particles
and the beginnings of high energy physics.
This modern name for the field of study has led to the
great accelerators and discoveries of quarks and the
Higgs particle.

The problem
The problem was to figure out what was coming into the
Earth by looking at the charged particles in the
atmosphere. And not knowing what the penetrating
particle was.
• Colorado’s accessible mountains played a big role in
the research.

Instruments that sees ionization
•
•
•
•

Electroscopes
Wilson cloud chamber
Ion chambers
Photographic emulsions

These devices all measure basically the same thing,
the amount of ionization caused by energetic charged particles.
Let’s detour to understand ionization tracks that allow
charged particles to be visualized
3/5/19
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Robert A. Millikan
famous for his measurement of the
charge of an electron Nobel prize, 1923
Starts studying cosmic rays with an ion chamber.
He thinks this mysterious radiation is neutral.
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R. A. Millikan
Pikes Peak summer 1923
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R. A. Millikan
Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., 12, 48; 1926
Pikes Peak summer 1923
“In a word, our Pikes Peak observations showed that if rays
of cosmic origin existed at all they must be of different
characteristics from any as yet suggested, and they further
showed most interestingly that a very copious soft radiation
of unknown origin existed at the altitude of Pikes Peak.”
“soft radiation” was local and easily absorbed in a lead shield
around the apparatus. It had been shown that this was not the
“highly penetrating” radiation that was the subject of the
discussion. More on this component later.

Another quote, same paper
“Unfortunately the psychics will of course be explaining
all kinds of telepathies with the aid of these cosmic rays.”
I looked on the web to find an image of a psychic to put here.

Hubble Space Telescope
image of the Helix Nebula.
A dying star about to become a white dwarf.

aka “The Eye of God”

Arthur Holly Compton
He showed how photons can collide with e- as balls on a pool table.
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This theory is known as Compton Scattering
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The press making news
1932
Millikan coined the term cosmic
rays. He though they were
neutral and the “birth cries of
atoms” in the galaxy.
Compton thought they were
charged particles based on his
latitude measurements.
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Millikan vs. Compton
• Millikan was skeptical about radiation being
extraterrestrial in origin
– Texas balloon flight

• He did a latitude survey but saw little effect
– Survey was at high geomagnetic latitudes where the
effect at sea level is small

• 1932: Compton measured latitude effect larger
for lower energy particles
• 1933: Millikan caved when he saw latitude effect
in airplane flights

Latitude surveys,
using heavily
shielded ion
chambers on-board
ships, to remove
radioactive
background, proved
cosmic rays were
charged particles.
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Millikan had a blind-spots.
He thought the radiation was some
kind of ultra-high energy photon, e.g.
a gamma-ray. If that’s correct, then
you don’t think too much about the
effects of the magnetic field because
photons don’t have charge.
What are those effects.
3/5/19
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It was known at the time that the
Earth had a magnetic field like a bar
magnet and that charged particles
had curved trajectories
James Clerk Maxwell
in magnetic fields.
1831 - 1879
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Let’s see what the Magnetic field does
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Near the poles, cosmic rays had easy
access;
near the equator more cosmic rays would
be bent back to space.
At really high energy the particles could
come through this magnetic field.
Most of the cosmic rays are deflected back to
space, especially at low latitudes. This provides
a shield of the Earth from this radiation.
3/5/19
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Earth’s magnetic cutoff
There are lots more low energy particles than high energy
particles so Earth is pretty well protected.
E < Eo Particles bent away
E > Eo Particles bent but
make it to Earth’s surface

Very high E, Particles
don’t bend and thus make
it to Earth’s surface
3/5/19
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Cosmic
trajectoriesininthe
the Earth’s
Eartrh's magnetic
Cosmic
rayray
trajectories
magneticfield
field.
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Arthur Holly Compton: Nobel Prize 1927:
famous for his development of
the theory of interactions between
electrons and particles.

"for his discovery of the
effect named after him"
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Nobel Prize 1927:
Charles Thomson Rees Wilson
Radium source
in a cloud
chamber

"for his method of making the
paths of electrically charged
particles visible by
condensation of vapour"
3/5/19
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Gammainitiated
shower
Lead plates

Proton
initiated
shower
Penetrating
particle

Using the Wilson cloud chamber, in 1927, Dimitr Skobelzyn
photographed the first ghostly tracks left by cosmic rays.
3/5/19

We will come back to gamma-ray showers later.
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The problem
The problem was to figure out what was coming into the
Earth by looking at the charged particles in the
atmosphere without knowing what the penetrating
particle was.
• Colorado’s accessible mountains played a big role in
understanding the shower of particles and the
“penetrating radiation.
• Understanding the Earth’s magnetic field allowed the
character of the radiation above the atmosphere to
be understood.

The competition
Caltech (Robert Millikan) vs.
The U. of Chicago (Arthur Holly Compton)
Two Nationally famous scientists in a competition to
understand the cosmic rays.
This quest led to the discovery of new particles
and the beginnings of high energy physics.
High Energy Physics is the modern name for the field of
study has led to the great accelerators (Fermilab and
CERN) and discoveries of quarks and the Higgs.

Consequences of the magnetic field
• The cosmic articles are charged
– variation of flux with magnetic latitude.

• More particles come from the west
– Particles are positively charged (e.g. protons or other nuclei)

The particles come from beyond the solar system and are
positively charged, just like the nuclei of the familiar Earth
based atoms.
If they are “atoms”, What happened to the electrons?
3/5/19
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Digress to slides on ionization loss

3/5/19
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Energy loss per material crossed

2.4

Interactions of X-Rays and Gamma Rays in Matter

Energy loss vs. energy

Energy measurements easy

Energy
measurements
hard

3/5/19

Relativistic Energy (~GeV for proton)
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Instruments that sees ionization
• Total radiation measurements
– Electroscopes
– Ion chambers

• Images of ionizing tracks
– Wilson cloud chamber
– Photographic emulsions

These devices all measure basically the same thing,
the amount of ionization caused by energetic charged particles.
Studying the details of these tracks allowed us to determine the
charge Z and the energy E of the particles.
(If the particle was going at a speed above about 0.7 the speed of light,
We had to determine the energy by a different method.) 59
3/5/19

What is this radiation?
• Compton 1930s did latitude surveys on board ship
proved the incident radiation was charged and was
being affected by the large scale of the Earth’s
magnetic field.
• First question is answered: the radiation is charged
Gamma rays (photons) were eliminated
• Second question: What is the sign of the charge?
– Electrons or protons or an unknown particle?

3/5/19
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Consequences of the magnetic field
• If particles are neutral (e.g. neutrons or very
energetic gamma-rays), there would be no variation
of flux with magnetic latitude.
• Bending in Earth’s magnetic field – well understood
since mid-19th century
– If particles are negatively charged (e.g. electrons) then more
would arrive from the east.
– If particles are positively charged (e.g. protons or other
nuclei) then more would arrive from a westerly direction.

3/5/19
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East-west effect proves particles are
positive
• 1931: Bruno Rossi, in Italy, predicted an eastwest flux asymmetry if the particles were charged
• 1932-33: Alvarez, Auger, Compton, T.H.
Johnson, Leprince-Ringuet and Rossi all
measured the east-west effect:
They all found more particles were coming from the
west, and so cosmic rays must have positive
charge
3/5/19
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1933 Rossi’s measurements in Eritrea helped
establish the east-west effect proving the cosmic
rays have positive charge
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http://libraries.mit.edu/archives/exhibits/rossi/index.html
5

Compton &
Alvarez
Bruno Rossi
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Alvarez was an interesting guy
An article in the February
edition of Physics News

Giant meteor caused
demise of the dinosaurs
65 Mya
But we digress …
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Carl Anderson
Dirac had predicted antimatter from
symmetry arguments (Nobel Prize 1933)
Millikan commissioned his graduate student Carl Anderson
to build a cloud chamber inside a magnetic field
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Discovery of the positron, an
antielectron (e+)
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Carl Anderson and Robert Millikan preparing to
take the Manitou and Pikes Peak Railroad to the
top of Pikes Peak, Colorado Springs, CO 1935.
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Finally

Cosmic-Ray Particles of Intermediate Mass
Neddermeyer and Anderson, Report of London Conference,
Vol. 1 (1934), p. 179 (1934).
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Seth Neddermeyer

Carl Anderson
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Discovery of the muon: the highly
penetrating part of the shower of particles.
Some tracks are stopped by the lead. Some are multiplied in the lead.
Can you find the straight tracks?

Turns out muons are a lot like electrons
but heavier. Neither electrons or muons
interact via the nuclear force.
Thick layer of lead.
So the muons with their charge make
ionization loss in the atmosphere, but they
don’t interact with nuclei.

3/5/19
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Muons
(accelerator people call them “cosmics”)
Comparison of tracks at Pikes Peak and Pasadena led to the
identification of a particle with mass intermediate between the
electron and the proton, initially known as the “mesotron”. It
was originally thought to be the “Yukawa” particle, the carrier
for the strong force. For a while they were called “mu
mesons”. “Meson” meaning intermediate in mass. They later
were found to not interact with the nuclear force, and were
shown to be leptons, a class of particles including electrons.
The “meson” part of their name was dropped and they are now
known as muons.

Now we know
• The penetrating particles have been found to be a
previously unknown particle.
– Named “muons”

• The original particles from the “cosmos” are positively
charged.
• There are showers of particles in the atmosphere and
it includes a “soft component” from gamma-rays that
shower in lead.
• The time comes to honor someone for the discovery
of this extraterrestrial radiation.
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What we came to understand by the
end of the 1930s
• Cosmic rays at ground level
– Most abundant are electrically charged muons, µ+ and µ-,
which penetrate through the atmosphere, moving at the
speed of light
• Their lifetimes are extended by special relativity so they survive
the journey to the ground

– The “soft component” consists of e- and e+ and is easily
removed with some lead shielding
– There are some neutrons and a few protons, survivors of
“stars” from above.
3/5/19
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What was added after the WWII -1
• Cosmic rays at very high altitudes >100,000 ft
– Airplanes fly at ~30,000 ft
– The incoming particles interact with atmospheric nuclei and
produce pions (p+, p- and po). The p+, p- are charged pions.
The po (pi-zero) is neutral and decays into two gamma-ray
photons
• Their lifetimes are very short and they decay almost
immediately after they are produced.

– The p+, p- decay almost immediately into our more familiar
muons, µ+ and µ- respectively.
• Their lifetimes are extended by special relativity so they survive
the journey to the ground

3/5/19
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What was added after the WWII - 2
The po -> 2 gamma-ray photons initiated the soft
component of the shower of particles coming through
the air. The soft component is also called the
electromagnetic shower.
– The “soft component” consists of gamma ray photons,
electrons and positrons, (g, e- and e+ ) and is easily removed
with some lead shielding or water

3/5/19
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What are cosmic rays in space?
OK, that was a 20 year quest to find out that cosmic rays
were ordinary protons, albeit ones of tremendous energy
coming from beyond the solar system.
“Cosmic ray” turns out to be an inappropriate name. Rays
are usually neutral.
Now we faced a new set of questions, usually known as
“What is the origin of cosmic rays?
• Where do they come from?
• How do they get their tremendous energy?
3/5/19
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Who gets the prize and why?
• Pacini
“a sizable cause of
ionization exists in the
atmosphere,
originating from
penetrating radiation,
independent of the
direct action of
radioactive substances
in the soil.”
3/5/19

• Hess
“The results of the present
observations seem to be
most readily explained by
assuming that radiation of
very high penetrating
power enters the
atmosphere from above,
and can still produce a part
of the ionization observed
in closed vessels at the
lowest altitudes.”
78

Wind Crest Nobel Committee meets
Note that 3 m of water will absorb any electrons and gamma-rays.
Sometimes they used lead shielding to accomplish the same thing.
So the “penetrating radiation” is that which goes through the water
or the lead.
Votes for Pacini
Votes for Hess
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Compton nominates Hess for Nobel
Arthur Compton, in his letter nominating Hess for the prize,
wrote, “The time has now arrived, it seems to me, when we
can say that the so-called cosmic rays definitely have their
origin at such remote distances from the Earth, that they may
properly be called cosmic, and that the use of the rays has by
now led to results of such importance that they may be
considered a discovery of the first magnitude.”
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1936 Nobel Prize
NOBEL FOUNDATION
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a very significant increase of the ionization at high
altitude, Hess reported his results at a meeting in

Debye (chemistry), Anderson, Hess

an altitude of 15 000 m, they measured a radiation
81
intensity not more than one-fourth of what Hess and
Kolhörster had reported. Unaware that a geomag-

